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1. Updates, announcements, public comments, review and approve summary of 
previous TAC meeting 

Updates 
● Oliver Pierson: Angela Shambaugh’s replacement Peter Isles will start on Monday. We 

are reaching out to set up introductory meetings with LCBP staff. Vermont Department of 
Environmental Conservation (DEC) is also pursuing a Lake and Outreach position that 
would be a joint position with Sea Grant. It has been a very dry spring so far; barring lots 
of rain in spring, we’re looking at another dry summer with low lake levels. We already 
had the snowmelt pulse in water levels and remain about a foot below the average water 
level. We issued a permit to reef the Adirondack ferry west of Burlington harbor, this is 
planned for Memorial Day or early June. We have started up the Lake Champlain 
tributary monitoring and phosphorus monitoring efforts. The 2020 cyanobacteria 
monitoring data from the tracker has been reviewed for quality assurance, the report will 
be written and presented to the TAC soon. Last week, we held a public meeting on 
reclassifying a stream in Ripton to A1 under water quality standards. Lake 
Memphremagog is the subject of an online petition to list the lake as a lake in crisis. The 
petition is coordinated by the DUMP (Don’t Undermine Memphremagog’s Purity) group 
through Change.org and has received 3500 signatures. PFAS have been detected in the 
northern part of the lake; there is a water intake in Quebec and cancerous legions have 
been spotted on fish. VT Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) will be responding, and 
this issue has gotten press coverage.  

○ Eric Howe: We have been fielding questions and comments on the reefing of the 
Adirondack, did VTDEC receive opposition? Oliver: We received comments, 1 
letter submitted by the Lake Champlain Committee (LCC), one from the 
Conservation Law Foundation. DEC responded to those comments and they 
were shared when the permit was issued. Since then, we have had inquiries from 



the VT Legislature. DEC has been answering those, we have testified once or 
twice now. We’ve received more interested queries than concerns or opposition. 
There is probably opposition out there, but it has not manifested formally. VTANR 
did respond to all comments.  

● Margaret Murphy: We just held the Lake Champlain state of the lake fisheries meeting. It 
was virtual this year, thanks to Lake Champlain Sea Grant (LCSG) for hosting on zoom. 
A recording is available. Over 150 registered and 50 attended. We are planning a Lake 
Trout stocking reduction in - starting in 2022 we will reduce stocking by 33% and 
eliminate New York Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC) stocking, in 
response to wild reproduction. Eight-year classes have been observed. We are trying to 
make sure we are not adding more fish than the lake can handle. A press release on this 
subject was sent out a couple weeks ago.  

● Neil Kamman: I want to make the TAC aware of several items. First is the ecosystem 
restoration request for proposals (RFP) for dam removals. The Q&A period on this RFP 
ends on Friday and applications will be due in a couple more weeks. We are making 
good progress on the Clean Water Service Provider rule, the Legislature will review it in 
May. Yesterday the government issued a recommended plan for the American Rescue 
Plan Act dollars, to be used in VT in 5 broad areas. I have been involved in developing 
ideas; this plan would have a broad impact in the Basin. The first is major investment 
($75M) to stormwater and stormwater retrofit work and municipal roads general permits 
(MRGP)-type investments. The second is $35M for decentralized wastewater in town 
centers. This would address pretreatment issues as well. The plan also calls out $330M 
in CSO abatements targeted toward municipalities, $15M for dam safety and removal. 
There are also provisions for water for disadvantaged communities for wastewater and 
drinking water - lead pipes, failed systems.  

● Matt: The Lake Champlain Research Conference will take place January 10-11, 2022. 
We are now accepting ideas for session topics. June 2nd which was the scheduled June 
TAC meeting will instead be the summit meeting for several LCBP committees. This will 
launch the budget development process by bringing groups together to come up with 
themes for the fiscal year 2022 (FY22) budget development process. TAC will still hold 
our regularly scheduled May meeting. 

● Meg: We are going to have a delay in the mudpuppy project – the contract work was not 
able to be arranged in time for this field season, so the project will be pushed to next 
field season.  

○ Oliver: What caused the delay for the mudpuppy project? Meg: My understanding 
is that there was contract execution delay from the EPA to DEC on their internal 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) that brought them right up against field 
the season; they weren’t able to hire seasonal staff to do the project.  

○ Neil: The State has been careful about adding new positions until very recently. If 
temporary/seasonal staff were needed, there was a bottleneck in the system.  

○ Meg: Thanks to Bryan Dore and EPA, the QAPP was approved swiftly for the 
field season.  

● Meg: The environmental DNA (eDNA) project for salmon and brook trout with the 
Ausable River Association (AsRA) is receiving good feedback from their project advisory 



committee (PAC). The PAC is considering recommending season changes for data 
collection, so there may be some delay in developing the quality assurance project plan 
(QAPP). 

○ Margaret: eDNA, haven’t heard input on that. Meg: The QAPP will still go through 
the PAC, they had input to change the timing of sampling that might impact the 
workplan and QAPP.  

○ Bill: I commend AsRA for being flexible. The main change we suggested was to 
look for adult spawning salmon in the fall when there not as great a need as fry 
are coming out of the gravel. We suggested coordinating the sampling timing 
with ongoing snorkeling efforts, and developing a tool to look for production of 
salmon fry that would be more efficient than snorkeling. We have meetings soon 
with AsRA and their consultants. Everything else with their trout work is as 
planned. Salmon work will be changed to make the products a more useful tool. 
Hopeful it will also be useful in the Saranac River and Winooski River.   

● Eric Howe: LCBP has out 2-day Steering Committee meeting next week. This is our 
annual meeting to approve the budget. All the work that TAC has been doing for 8-9 
months will wrap up and move forward on projects approved.  

 
Public Comments 

● No public comments were made 
 
Review and Approve Summary of Previous TAC Meeting 

● Motion by: Jenn Callahan 
● Second: Ryan Patch 
● Discussion: None. 
● Vote: All in favor. James Jutras and Leigh Walrath abstained.  

 
2. Vermont Citizens Advisory Committee resolution discussion 
● Matt: TAC will briefly discuss the content of the VT Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) 

resolution. We’d like to hear from TAC what resources are needed from LCBP staff to 
address this resolution. We will have a deeper and more informed conversation on this 
topic in May. We are looking for ways to set that conversation up. 

● Mark: Thanks Matt and Neil for the time today. As most know, the CAC meets regularly 
and hears presentations from experts on issues affecting Lake Champlain and on water 
quality issues. We have consistently had updates related to pesticide and herbicide use 
and issues. There’s been concern about the increased utilization of herbicides with the 
increased utilization of cover cropping, primarily for corn. Cover cropping addresses 
phosphorus loading and has been successful. We understood that while there was an 
increase in utilization, we were alarmed at the increase and the lack of consistent 
monitoring, screening, analysis of impacts or volumes flowing from fields into Lake 
Champlain. We are aware of the planned USGS study. Committee members took the 
approach to draft this resolution and present it to the Steering Committee, requesting 
that the TAC consider formalizing a routine monitoring/sampling program for toxins. We 
don’t have the expertise to suggest more, we’d like to know more. With increased 



utilization we’d like to have a better understanding. We hope that the TAC would ask 
staff to look at other jurisdictions, water bodies, and see if there are models that might be 
applied in this Basin. TAC could look at what a protocol, budget, and system of sampling 
might look like, that would provide for good data. We understand this is potentially a big 
ask; there’s more information we’d like to dig into to understand how to begin to put in a 
program. The resolution referenced the long-term monitoring program (LTMP) because 
of the strength of the program, but there may be other opportunities to take a different 
approach. There was some work going on in Québec related to the same issue and 
there might be some information and data sharing opportunities there.  

● Neil: This is an opening conversation with the desire that we get some feedback from the 
TAC. The CAC heard presentations that the TAC hasn’t heard, it would be interesting to 
hear those ourselves. TAC is aware of the USGS sampling, and a study authored by 
Laura M. in streams and rivers across the US; it might be interesting to learn more from 
her. 

● James: I think this is an excellent idea to be moving forward. My reservation is that the 
language is wide open to emerging contaminants. I am wondering if there is a way to 
prioritize what is monitored. As a discussion point for the future, I’d like to think about 
ways to be more specific or ways to include the ability to kick the monitoring proposal 
back to TAC and the Executive Committee to decide what a priority is. 

● Cary: Technical staff from the VT Agency of Agriculture, Food, and Markets (VTAAFM) 
can go over ground and surface monitoring that’s been done in the state. That would be 
a good place to start a conversation about what we have done and what the TAC would 
like to see in the future. We can also discuss monitoring plans for this summer. I share 
concerns about parts of the resolution. 

○ Ryan P: We can share some information about cost as well. 
○ Cary: The pesticides program is currently funded at $600K per year, which is split 

between enforcement and monitoring.  
● Oliver: As part of the LTMP work, historically we’ve had Pete Stangel collect water 

samples for pesticide analysis. If this is something that TAC decides makes sense, 
VTDEC can continue to do it. My only thinking on that is that if we are going to do this 
and have a federally funded employee collecting samples, we should make those data 
public and available. We are happy to keep doing it, and to contribute to the discussion 
on sample design. 

● Vic: I just wanted to say that the NYCAC did entertain VT’s resolution. We didn’t have 
quorum, but we had a unanimous vote to support their resolution for additional 
monitoring.  

● Neil: Is there any other technical work that TAC members are aware of that we should 
be looking for?  

○ Curt: The Lake Champlain Research Consortium (LCRC) probably would have 
something to contribute. When the NYCAC met, did they have a preference 
about where the publicly held data would be held? I want to make sure it’s 
accessible to NY residents. 

■ Vic: We didn’t entertain that specific element of the proposal. We were 
just in support of additional testing. 



■ Matt: Currently the VTDEC website is the clearinghouse for all LTMP data 
including the data collected by the State University of New York (SUNY). 

■ Oliver: If there’s barriers to NY folks accessing the information, we should 
talk through that. It’s nice to keep everything in one place, but open to the 
data being elsewhere if it’s better. 

■ Curt: Going to VTDEC may not be intuitive to New Yorkers, so I want to 
make sure it’s prominent on the LCBP website. 

■ Eric: That exists currently. 
○ Nat: It’s a great idea to try to formalize the informal relationship that DEC and 

VTAAFM have to collect and analyze samples. I’m happy to help out with 
background information on the history of the program. On the USGS study, the 
details are still being worked out. Initially the sampling plan was just for 
glyphosate, but they are adding neonicotinoids. The monitoring is still only 3 ag 
sites, 2 urban sites, 1 sewage treatment plant, 4x/year. It will be a snapshot to 
give us a starting place. Data will be out in the winter. 

● Matt: We’ll be thinking about this over the next few weeks. Feel free to shoot us a note 
or call us if you have more thoughts about how to approach this in the most appropriate 
and effective way. I think this is a great interaction between out committees, probably 
something we should do more of. 

 
3. Water chestnut management program interim report and workplan 
● Kim provided and overview of the 2020 field season results and the 2021 field season 

planning. She provided information on hand-harvesting versus mechanical harvesting 
operations. In 2020, an AmeriCorps member helped to digitize previously mapped water 
chestnut locations. New drone survey methodology is being used to identify the percent 
coverage of water chestnut.  

● Leigh: I saw in your last slide that you are working with Solitude Lake Management to 
use their mechanical harvester. They have their own Airboat fleet, have you discussed 
using it instead of buying your own?  

○ Kim: We did talk with them about that. It’s a challenging site because we don’t 
have access to the lake on the VT side. We are borrowing space on the NY side 
in Dresden, but space is already tight and with low waters, harvesters can’t even 
access the area. To add more Solitude space to the area is challenging.  

● Frédéric: We reached an agreement with the Wildlife ministry who was doing water 
chestnut monitoring, around Missisquoi Bay and the Pike River. We will be doing hand 
harvesting through Organisme Bassin Versant Baie Missisquoi (OBVBM) and also 
examining wetlands that haven’t been surveyed previously. I will keep you informed on 
that.  

○ Kim: You can get out data and maps through Meg. 
● Meg: I’d like to remind the TAC that the Lake Champlain water chestnut working group 

that has representation from the Québec Ministry of Wildlife, NYDEC, the Adirondack 
Park Invasive Plant Program (APIPP), the Nature Conservancy (TNC), Missisquoi Bay 
National Wildlife Refuge, LCBP, and VTDEC. The meet 2x a year to talk about 
coordinating funding and efforts to systematically monitor populations. There have been 



some good success stories. The Pike River has over 3 years of no detect. From the US 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) perspective, Senator Leahy continues to support the 
aquatic control program going to the State of Vermont to run the harvesting operations. 
At every turn there are complex relationships for this well coordinated effort. In the future 
there may be an opportunity to increase funding which may be used for new technology. 
Thank you Frédéric for OBVBM’s management in the Québec portion of the lake. Note 
that Kim has worked hand in hand with researchers through USACE relationship. They 
are looking at seedbanks and also lead on researching a new species variant - trapa 
hyponica. 

 
4. Boat launch steward program interim report and workplan 
● Meg presented a review of the 2020 Boat Launch Steward program field season and an 

overview of the plans for the program in 2021. The Boat Launch Steward program began 
in 2007; AWI and OBVBM cover launches in New York and Quebec, respectively.  

 
5. Sea lamprey control program update 
● Bradley Young provided an update on the cooperative program partnership between 

NYDEC, VT FWS, and led by USFWS since 2011. Sea lampreys are annually trapped in 
seven tributaries in the Lake Champlain Basin and up to 20 tributaries and six deltas are 
treated with lampricide on a four-year recurring cycle. There have been 106 successful 
treatments since 1990. An economic valuation study estimated $3.40 in benefits for 
every dollar spent on the program with the program costing on average $1.1M annually. 
Bradley described the impacts of COVID-19 to the 2020 and 2021 seasons (which won’t 
be seen in the lake’s parasitic population until 2025) the 2020 treatment 
accomplishments in Missisquoi River, Lamoille River, Winooski River, and LaPlatte 
River, the wounding rate (index) evaluation method, and provided an overview of the 
program’s components: permitting, trapping, assessment, and control. Brad then 
described ways that the partnership is working to improve the program and provided 
several examples.  

● Neil: what technology is used to assess the deltas? 
○ Brad: Currently, its staff conduct a blind hunt and peck along distributed points on 

each delta. Staff drop down electrified suction tunnels. Sonar technology is being 
developed to be used in the future to characterize habitat not seen at the surface.  

● Matt: thanks for your helpful reminder on the wounding rate index. You explained that 
one of the factors is the number of lamprey wounds. Were you referring to that as 
something that affects the rate but that it's something you aren’t able to measure? We 
have struggled to communicate this index in the State of the Lake Report. I’m wondering 
if changing the name to sea lamprey impact index would make it easier to understand?  

○ Brad: Once fish are in the lake, we are unable to measure juvenile or adult 
populations by looking at the parasitic wounding rates. We do want to make it 
clear for the report and I’ve been working with Meg to clarify the language.  

○ Meg: Yes, we have added in clarifying language and are working with other 
researchers to see if other criteria can be collected to supplement the data. 

● Jamie: does the lampricide treatment chemicals degrade some or are they diluted? 



○  Brad: a bit of both, though dilution is a bigger factor. The treatment 
photodegrades and its half-life is 3-5 days, depending on light penetration. 

● Jamie: I’m wondering about your use of one versus two chemical treatments in the 
rivers. Are both treatments toxic and if you can use less chemicals with two treatments 
why don’t you always do two treatments?  

○  Brad: when we use two treatments, we reduce them by 40% and add the 2nd 
chemical at 1% concentration levels which doesn’t qualify for anything toxic-wise 
as the magnitudes are below state detection levels. The reason the second 
chemical is not always used is because it needs a large river with higher 
alkalinity to properly measure and deploy the chemical. 

● Jamie: How do you trap the lampreys in the traps? 
○ Brad: When they are in the rivers they are migrating, have the urge to go 

upstream as they can. We funnel them into trap on upward migration. 
● Eric: It would be cool to get a trailer/portable laboratory tour when we are able to gather 

in person again. 
● Neil: Great Chazy dam, interesting way to find out you had a dam repair in progress. 

○ Brad: That dam is only 5-6 feet high; wouldn’t have been a big wash out. Built to 
hold back water to provide for a frog hatchery.  

 
6. TAC membership discussion 
● Matt: We’ve had some notable TAC members leave us, mostly due to retirement. We 

are looking to increase our level of expertise in a few areas and diversity of TAC 
membership in different ways. We are going to start by reviewing expertise and scientific 
topical areas that we may think we could benefit from more expertise in. Neil and I 
began a brainstorm of areas we could potentially use more expertise in – to spread the 
workload out and ensure we have coverage when people can’t make meetings or have 
conflicts of interest. We’ll discuss topic areas and take names of people you think might 
be good fits.  

● Leigh: I can reach out to staff at the agency or GIS technicians to see about helping out. 
● Bill: Have we approached or thought about having a member like Mark Malchoff that 

represents some of the technical expertise from Sea Grant? 
○ Matt: Mark’s replacement is in the works; when that person is hired, we can 

consider them. 
○ Neil: Other folks in Sea Grant have this expertise. Kris comes to mind. It was 

noted that Kris already serves on the Education and Outreach Committee. 
● Oliver: Don’t know if we have constraints about redundancy between institutions. Peter 

Isles is coming in, lots of expertise. I’m recognizing we already have 2 members from 
VTDEC. I would put his name up for consideration in terms of membership or an expert. 

○ Andrew: Pete really fills a gap that we have in the cyanobacteria piece. I think 
that’s a really valuable voice to have on the TAC. He has big data expertise also. 
I second Oliver’s suggestion. 

● Neil: There’s an emerging researcher out of Norwich doing work on PFAS, involving 
testing in wastewater treatment facilities. It may be interesting to have someone from 
one of the other colleges.  



○ Matt: I know Tara, I could reach out to her. 
○ Andrew: I’ve met her a few times; I think she would be a great fit. 
○ Sarah: I believe she has a background in stormwater work, also. 
○ Matt: Yes, research on permeable pavers and runoff. 

● Neil: Breck brought a lot to the table around biogeochemistry and watershed monitoring. 
I’m wondering if there’s someone with that expertise. Also, there’s nothing that’s keeping 
us from doing some outreach to see if folks would be interested in applying to serve on 
this committee. 

○ Matt: We’ve been thinking about doing some kind of solicitation, advertising 
areas we are looking for expertise in; people could submit their qualifications. 

● Frédéric: For many of those fields I have ideas of people in Québec, are there openings 
there? 

○ Matt: Yes! 
○ Frédéric: I will send those names around. 
○ Neil: Steve Garceau has great mercury knowledge.  
○ Frédéric: It would be interesting to have some input. Isabelle, Aubert. I will send 

this around and see who might be interested. 
● Neil: We’ve been thinking about when to go forth and solicit new members. This felt 

urgent coming out of January and February, but we’ve made it through our major 
workloads for this year. Having some people identified at the June or Fall Steering 
Committee meeting so we can get new members starting in September would be great. 

 
7. State of the Lake discussion and feedback 
● Matt: The team has been working hard on this; we’ve made lots of great progress. 

Thanks for your feedback. First thing, we’ve talked about doing a water temperature 
graphic. I’ve determined we don’t have the data to have a good understanding of how 
water temperatures have changed in a meaningful sense over the long term, due to 
method changes, and issues with sampling frequency. We decided to switch to explain 
the same idea with air temperature data. I was able to pull data from the NOAA site. 
We’ve come up with some main messages to communicate using air temp records from 
Burlington dating back to the early 1900s. I’m showing average daily maximum 
temperatures for warm months, average daily minimum from cold months. Both are 
changing and at different rates: temperatures are increasing at 0.2 degrees per decade 
in warm months and 0.4 for minimums of cool months.  

○ Neil: So, the reason for not being able to use the water temperature data is 
inconsistency in the LTMP data. 

○ Matt: Yes. I was already concerned with the density of the record, impacts from 
time of day, things you should take into account with temperature. Measurements 
were made with a handheld thermistor with a low precision dial until 2006. After 
2006, the data get more reliable, but I still have concerns about the frequency. 

● Neil: The ice out graphic would be a great complement if presented together.  
● Oliver: I agree with what’s been said about the LTMP data set. How do we get to a point 

where, looking at that dataset over the last 5 years, or whenever methods align and we 
have a good frequency, where we could use that data? If not, what changes could we 



make in collecting temperature data to have a more reliable method going forward? 
Unfortunate we have data going back to 1992 that we can’t use. We should discuss this, 
maybe offline. 

○ Matt: This is on my mind too. The potential for sampling error with temperature is 
high, the measurements are sensitive to so many things. Thermistors are cheap. 
Buoys will be collecting high frequency data. I think we are doing a good job as 
long as those things are maintained. The LTMP wasn’t designed to document 
change in temperature over time. 

○ Oliver: Buoys sound like a good step. 
● Andrew: Curious if there are other regional datasets you could mention? USGS on 

warming stream water, records in the Adirondacks? 
○ Neil: Hubbard Brook? 
○ Andrew: We could say even though we haven’t seen something in Lake 

Champlain that we have data to back-up, we are seeing these regional trends. 
○ Leigh: Lake George has a robust water temperature data set.  
○ Matt: We’ve heard that. I haven’t tried to get or analyze those data. That could be 

good to think about for future State of the Lake (SOL) reports. 
● Matt: The lake freeze over is a popular graphic. People appreciate the simplicity. It goes 

back to 1906; we have data back to 1816 but they are less certain. This graphic is 
finalized for SOL, but we wanted TAC’s thoughts on adding this as an ecosystem 
indicator. Would it be helpful, appropriate to assign status or trend to lake freezing or 
not? How do we establish the trend? 

○ Margaret: I’m shying away from doing a status. I don’t think we understand the 
impacts of not having ice over every year. I’d have a hard time defining a status 
as good or bad. I’m not sure how that message gets out. The idea is intriguing, a 
little scary to look out, but I would want to understand what those impacts will be. 
There will be some positive, some negative. I’d caution us saying what’s good or 
bad. 

○ Neil: It’s definitely changed and there’s definitely a trend, but assigning a value 
judgement to it could be complicated. 

○ Matt: I have similar feelings. An option is to have it as an indicator, not have a 
status, but to discuss a trend. Does it rise to the importance level of having it as 
an indicator and recognizing it’s changing? 

○ Neil: Lake freeze over is an important driver of everything. It’s a symptom of 
other things that are creating pressures on the lake: changes in rainfall and 
snowfall periodicity, increase in flows. This data shows an important thing going 
on in the lake. 

○ Matt: We currently describe trends as improving or deteriorating, which would be 
tricky for this as well. 

○ Eric: The intent is to illustrate a trend. If we can conceptualize the impacts of less 
ice cover, and say there might be impacts there, that’s important to point out.  

● Matt: It sounds like we might say that this should be described in the text but not rise to 
the level of an indicator? 

○ Neil: This is a headline finding. Clearly important. 



○ Matt: With indicators, we need to think long term. How will we do this in the 
future? 

○ Margaret: Trying to think about how we describe this, it’s the whole lake freezing 
over or not. Thinking about regional data that show trends as well, do we have 
information on bays that we could use to illustrate a bigger picture? It’s not just 
the whole lake not freezing, bays aren’t freezing as long. This impacts ice fishing.  

○ Matt: Other lakes have better ice-out records. We have closing dates going all 
the way back. They might be a little later than they used to be, but it’s 
confounding because the lake is not freezing as often.  

○ Oliver: We have a database where people submit photos and dates of ice out for 
inland lakes across the state. Joe’s Pond probably has the longest standing 
record. I’d love to graph those data and see trends, but that lake is not in the 
basin. 

○ Andrew: I think that’s in the state of Vermont climate assessment. 
○ Oliver: There’s lots of public interest in this. The information tracks with the 

ECHO display. I like the idea of including it as an indicator to highlight change.  
○ Margaret: I agree with Oliver. We should have it at the level of an indicator – it’s 

something the public should be aware of. I would like to see it incorporated into 
this report consistently so we can continue to monitor it into the future. 

○ Jenn: I agree with it being an indicator. 
● Matt: It could be a trend of the moving average. I don’t know if there’s a good statistical 

test for 2 different non-ordered states of being? 
○ Neil: Regression? 
○ Matt: Only if you have a 3rd variable. 
○ Neil: It could be as simple as count of year ice cover vs. not by decade.  
○ Matt: So not rolling average by decade? 
○ Neil: Yes, pretty straightforward.  
○ Leigh: I think that if it’s an indicator, I think of ice in and ice out as a function of 

the change in climate. Wonder if you should present temp, say that indicator is 
decreasing and it’s detrimental to the Lake because it’s an anthropogenic 
change. If we want to maintain the lake at a natural state, wouldn’t it be 
deteriorating? 

○ Neil: I agree, it’s a change that’s clearly anthropogenic, but we don’t know the 
endpoints there. 

○ Leigh: We can say that we know the ecology is going to degrade. There might be 
changes that some people will find appealing, and others they won’t. 

○ Bill: I believe that Minnesota Sea Grant has been looking at trends of ice cover 
on lakes through time. Might be worthwhile to reach out to them and find out how 
they are communicating that info out. 

■ Meg: I can reach out to Doug Jensen. 
○ Andrew: I’m trying to wrap my head around how we describe this as an 

ecosystem indicator? Do you get into possible ramifications, or just throw it up 
there and state that a lot is unknown? We could posit, but the science really isn’t 
there. 



○ Matt: For SOL, the typical level of explanation would be here is factor, here is 
change, here are general potential impacts. We reassess indicators to see if they 
have changed. We wouldn’t need to get into causal links or analyses.   

○ Sarah: I think it might have been for the Clean Water section there was a 
separate section on external factors or other indicators of note? I wonder if the 
total nitrogen to total phosphorus ratio could fit in similarly as an indicator, giving 
a broader picture of some other factors that might be impacting the state of the 
lake. 

○ Matt: We wouldn’t have this as a separate section, this would fit into Healthy 
Ecosystems. Maybe you are thinking of an infographic explaining this topic? We 
can connect. 

○ Sarah: Would be good to see outline or draft of SOL. 
 


